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"A mother and daughter go out on a rainy night to help the
salamanders cross the road safely."--Provided by publisher.
Zulaikha hopes. She hopes for peace, now that the Taliban have been
driven from Afghanistan; a good relationship with her hard
stepmother; and one day even to go to school, or to have her cleft
palate fixed. Zulaikha knows all will be provided for
her--"Inshallah," God willing. Then she meets Meena, who offers to
teach her the Afghan poetry she taught her late mother. And the
Americans come to her village, promising not just new opportunities
and dangers, but surgery to fix her face. These changes could mean a
whole new life for Zulaikha--but can she dare to hope they'll come
true?
The story of an unconventional man; tales of adventure, travel and
inspirational meetings. From hazardous sports to bold business
ventures, music, and dance - all life is here.
In the wake of sudden tragedy, twin sisters uncover a secret that
rips open their world. Katherine Rothschild explores the pain and
power of forgiveness in a stunning debut novel that will shatter your
heart and piece it back together, one truth at a time. Sixteen-yearold Sabine Braxton doesn’t have much in common with her identical
twin, Blythe. When their father dies from an unexpected illness, each
copes with the loss in her own way—Sabine by “poeting” (an
uncontrollable quirk of bursting into poetry at inappropriate
moments) and Blythe by obsessing over getting into MIT, their
father’s alma mater. Neither can offer each other much support . . .
at least not until their emotionally detached mother moves them into
a ramshackle Bay Area mansion owned by a stranger named Charlie.
Soon, the sisters unite in a mission to figure out who Charlie is and
why he seems to know everything about them. They make a life-changing
discovery:their parents were hiding secrets about their sexual
identities. The revelation unravels Sabine’s world, while practical
Blythe seems to take everything in stride. Once again at odds with
her sister, Sabine chooses to learn all she can about the father she
never knew. Ultimately, she must decide if she can embrace his last
wish for a family legacy--even if it means accepting a new idea of
what it means to be a family.
Watch the Sky
Beneath a Scarlet Sky
Salamander Sky
Undisclosed (Undisclosed, Book 1)
Of Land, Sea and Sky
Pearl lives on a floating oyster farm with her sister and father, and refuses to set foot on land following
the death of her mum. But when Nat comes from the mainland to spend the summer with the family, he
shares a secret that forces Pearl to risk everything...
"The Secret in the Sky: A Doc Savage Adventure" by Lester Bernard Dent. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
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literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Seven billion people on earth; it was only a matter of time before you discovered the truth. Your
legends--your myths and religions--have called us by many names. Since the beginning, our kind has
walked among you as your protectors. We are the only ones who know who you are and why you are
here. He wasn't meant to disappear; you weren't meant to know why. Our objective was clear: hunt
them, kill them and leave. Once you know, there will be no going back. They will come for you. Are you
ready?
The Stars is the second book of a series on Astronomy created by Falling Apple Science. Stargazing has
never been more fun Learn about the four constellations that will help you understand the entire night
sky, any time of the year. Step out any evening and see your favorites--at Christmastime you'll find
Orion, along with his entourage. Discover why Orion is on the run (and who he happens to be chasing )
In the summer watch a beautiful swan fly across the evening sky. Read this book and you'll always have
an old friend you can find in the sky. To learn about Moon phases and planetary motion, see the first
book of the Astronomy series, "Sun, Moon and Planets" by the same authors.
Secret Daughter
A Collection of Poems
Between Earth and Sky
The Seekin Trilogy: Book One
Toward a Secret Sky

For months the sun has burned down on Lila's Kenyan village.
It is too hot to gather firewood, too hot to weed the
garden, even too hot to milk the cow. Without rain the well
will run dry and the crops will fail. Lila is so worried
that when her grandfather whispers to her the secret of
rain, she decides to go and talk to the sky herself. How
Lila saves the village by telling the sky the saddest thing
she knows is told in David Conway's elegant and spare prose
style, which is complemented perfectly by Jude Daly's
beautiful and poignant illustrations.
Two teens from different ethnic groups in present-day
Afghanistan must fight their culture, tradition, families,
and the Taliban to stay together as they and another village
boy relate the story of their forbidden love.
Art Hilmo was a teenage boy in Norway when the Nazis invaded
and began to take the Jewish families to concentration
camps. Knowing their lives were at stake, Art's family
decided they would risk everything to help these poor Jewish
people.
Modern man Mike de Wolf gets stranded in a pirate adventure
being written by his friend Horace Hackett and finds himself
fighting for his life as the villainous Miguel de Lobo,
while trying to figure out how to extricate himself from
Horace's fatal plot.
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A Starless Sky
Words In The Dust
The Secret Between Us
Eight Days in October
A Novel

In the little town of Palomo Grove, two great armies are amassing; forces shaped from
the hearts and souls of America. In this New York Times bestseller, Barker unveils one
of the most ambitious imaginative landscapes in modern fiction, creating a new
vocabulary for the age-old battle between good and evil. Carrying its readers from the
first stirring of consciousness to a vision of the end of the world, The Great and Secret
Show is a breathtaking journey in the company of a master storyteller.
Awaken one...awaken them all.Insomniac Piper Laurel focuses on the simple things,
the feel-good things. She likes her coffee black, her wine cheap, and her men gone by
morning. But when her last living relative dies, she must confront the feel-bad things.
She's the last Laurel, she's almost thirty, and she's completely alone.When she returns
to her sleepy seaside hometown, her ex is still as yummy as ever, and a familiarseeming stranger is also there to tug at her heartstrings. But a love triangle isn't the
only thing waiting for her. The immortal Anik has spent centuries plotting to claim the
last Laurel--and a lot of innocent souls in the bargain. To survive Anik and the Realm
Wars, Piper must forget her version of reality and awaken to her destiny as a Seekin,
Guardian of Souls. With two men vying for her heart and hellhounds on her heels, Piper
must decide who she trusts and who she loves while embracing her destiny with her
eyes wide open.
Sammy, the best hound dog in the whole wide world, loves his girl and she loves him.
When illness cuts Sammy's life short, the girl's family keeps his spirit alive by
celebrating his love of chasing wind-blown bubbles, keeping loyal guard at night, and
offering his velvety fur for endless pats and tummy scratches. Painter Jamie Wyeth's
illustrations - infused with his realist style and lifelong fondness for dogs - radiate the joy
and sadness of every tongue-licking, tail-wagging moment in this heartening and
lovingly rendered story written by Barbara Walsh.
As Kasey's health, life, and her relationship with Ashwin hang precariously in the
balance, he must contend with his jealous ex-fiance, Silver Moon. As her jealousy
increases to frightening and dangerous levels, Ashwin must find a way to deal with her,
as well as figure out how to pull his beloved Kasey from the devastating grip of the
tragedy that has befallen her. Will Silver Moon's heinous actions put an end to Ashwin's
and Kasey's budding relationship, or will true love prevail?
Of Water and Sky
The Courageous Story of Art Hilmo
Lila and the Secret of Rain
The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book 2)
Sammy in the Sky

Nothing will break this mother-daughter bond. Not even the
truth. Deborah Monroe and her daughter, Grace, are driving
home from a party when their car hits a man running in the
dark. Grace was at the wheel, but Deborah sends her home
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before the police arrive, determined to shoulder the blame
for the accident. Her decision then turns into a deception
that takes on a life of its own and threatens the special
bond between mother and daughter. The Secret Between Us is
an unforgettable story about making bad choices for the
right reasons and the terrible consequences of a lie gone
wrong. Once again, Barbara Delinksy has delivered a riveting
study of family and a superbly crafted novel, perfectly
targeted to reading groups and fans of provocative fiction.
An eye-opening, heart-rending tale of love, honor and
betrayal from veteran foreign news correspodent Atia Abawi
Fatima is a Hazara girl, raised to be obedient and dutiful.
Samiullah is a Pashtun boy raised to defend the traditions
of his tribe. They were not meant to fall in love. But they
do. And the story that follows shows both the beauty and the
violence in current-day Afghanistan as Fatima and Samiullah
fight their families, their cultures and the Taliban to stay
together. Based on the people Atia Abawi met and the events
she covered during her nearly five years in Afghanistan,
this stunning novel is a must-read for anyone who has lived
during America's War in Afghanistan. Perfect for fans of
Patricia McCormick, Linda Sue Park, and Khaled Hosseini,
this story will stay with readers for a long time to come. *
“A suspenseful, enlightening, and hopeful love story.”
Publishers Weekly, starred review “Riveting plot,
sympathetic characters and straightforward narration studded
with vivid, authentic detail: a top choice.” – Kirkus review
“Heartbreaking and heartwarming.” – VOYA review
A teenage boy uncovers a horrific family secret. A widower
seeks vengeance on the creatures that killed his wife. A
drug addled writer stalks the woman of his dreams, a woman
much more sinister than she appears. A federal agent races
to find the cursed relic powering this city full of spooks,
spirits, and serial killers. The lives of these and others
will collide in the dark and dangerous streets of Adderlass.
A seed of evil was planted under Adderlass, a city where
monsters hide behind masks of humanity and ordinary people
shuffle anesthetized and addicted by the sickly supernatural
power wafting up from below. The city was built over the
crystalline skull of a bloodthirsty beast. Now, the hunt is
on for this lost treasure and whoever finds it first will
control the fate not only of Adderlass but of the entire
world. Sixteen-year-old Simon Cubbins, young and naive, may
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be the key to unlocking the mystery buried in this twisted
labyrinth of hidden agendas. He also unknowingly harbors a
secret that could destroy the Cubbins bloodline. As
different characters fight for control over Simon, he will
have to decide whether or not to carry on his family's
legacy.
In the spirit of Khaled Hosseini, Nadia Hashimi and Shilpi
Somaya Gowda comes this powerful debut from a talented new
voice—a sweeping, emotional journey of two childhood friends
in Mumbai, India, whose lives converge only to change
forever one fateful night. India, 1986: Mukta, a ten-yearold village girl from the lower caste Yellama cult has come
of age and must fulfill her destiny of becoming a temple
prostitute, as her mother and grandmother did before her. In
an attempt to escape her fate, Mukta is sent to be a house
girl for an upper-middle class family in Mumbai. There she
discovers a friend in the daughter of the family, high
spirited eight-year-old Tara, who helps her recover from the
wounds of her past. Tara introduces Mukta to an entirely
different world—one of ice cream, reading, and a friendship
that soon becomes a sisterhood. But one night in 1993, Mukta
is kidnapped from Tara’s family home and disappears. Shortly
thereafter, Tara and her father move to America. A new life
in Los Angeles awaits them but Tara never recovers from the
loss of her best friend, or stops wondering if she was
somehow responsible for Mukta's abduction. Eleven years
later, Tara, now an adult, returns to India determined to
find Mukta. As her search takes her into the brutal
underground world of human trafficking, Tara begins to
uncover long-buried secrets in her own family that might
explain what happened to Mukta—and why she came to live with
Tara’s family in the first place. Moving from a traditional
Indian village to the bustling modern metropolis of Mumbai,
to Los Angeles and back again, this is a heartbreaking and
beautiful portrait of an unlikely friendship—a story of
love, betrayal, and, ultimately, redemption.
Cassidy Jones and the Secret Formula
A Novel of Forbidden Love in Afghanistan
A Richard and Judy bookclub choice
The Medicine Man, Book 2
Typewriter in the Sky
“A page turner. . .Brooks is a master at bringing the past alive. . .in her skillful hands the issues of the
past echo our own deepest concerns: love and loss, drama and tragedy, chaos and brutality.” –
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Alice Hoffman, The Washington Post A rich and utterly absorbing novel about the life of King
David, from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of People of the Book and March. With more than
two million copies of her novels sold, New York Times bestselling author Geraldine Brooks has
achieved both popular and critical acclaim. Now, Brooks takes on one of literature’s richest and
most enigmatic figures: a man who shimmers between history and legend. Peeling away the myth to
bring David to life in Second Iron Age Israel, Brooks traces the arc of his journey from obscurity to
fame, from shepherd to soldier, from hero to traitor, from beloved king to murderous despot and
into his remorseful and diminished dotage. The Secret Chord provides new context for some of the
best-known episodes of David’s life while also focusing on others, even more remarkable and
emotionally intense, that have been neglected. We see David through the eyes of those who love him
or fear him—from the prophet Natan, voice of his conscience, to his wives Mikhal, Avigail, and
Batsheva, and finally to Solomon, the late-born son who redeems his Lear-like old age. Brooks has
an uncanny ability to hear and transform characters from history, and this beautifully written,
unvarnished saga of faith, desire, family, ambition, betrayal, and power will enthrall her many fans.
After their home in Syria is bombed, Tareq, his father, and his younger sister seek refuge, first with
extended family in Raqqa, a stronghold for the militant group, Daesh, and then abroad. A
masterfully told story of refugees escaping from war-torn Syria by a foreign news correspondent who
experienced the crisis firsthand.
Life is funny sometimes. Little kids drop ice cream cones, people in general often run in to screen
doors, there's even the occasional moment when one might trip going up the stairs. Kahlen could
expect those things, deal with them even. But what she didn't expect, not even in her wildest, horrific
nightmares, that just as something so terrible could happen, something so wonderful could follow
after it. When Kahlen Thomas has a difficult time dealing with the loss of her best and only friend,
she has hopes that the new boy at school, Kennley Morgan, will be the perfect distraction from her
pain. She slowly realizes that Kennley doesn't as much distract her from her problems as much as he
adds to them because of his own interesting past.
Twelve-year-old Hope lives in a post World War III town called White Rock where everyone must
participate in Inventions Day, and though Hope's inventions always fail, her unique skill set comes
in handy when bandits who want to steal precious medical supplies invade the town.
Between Sea and Sky
Finding Sky
Wider than the Sky
The City of the Sky
Summertime

“A satire of writerly ambition wrapped in a psychological thriller . . . An
homage to Patricia Highsmith, Oscar Wilde and Edgar Allan Poe, but its
execution is entirely Boyne’s own.”—Ron Charles, The Washington Post
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON
POST AND MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE Maurice Swift is handsome,
charming, and hungry for fame. The one thing he doesn’t have is
talent—but he’s not about to let a detail like that stand in his way.
After all, a would-be writer can find stories anywhere. They don’t need
to be his own. Working as a waiter in a West Berlin hotel in 1988,
Maurice engineers the perfect opportunity: a chance encounter with
celebrated novelist Erich Ackermann. He quickly ingratiates himself
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with the powerful – but desperately lonely – older man, teasing out of
Erich a terrible, long-held secret about his activities during the war.
Perfect material for Maurice’s first novel. Once Maurice has had a taste
of literary fame, he knows he can stop at nothing in pursuit of that
high. Moving from the Amalfi Coast, where he matches wits with Gore
Vidal, to Manhattan and London, Maurice hones his talent for deceit
and manipulation, preying on the talented and vulnerable in his coldblooded climb to the top. But the higher he climbs, the further he has
to fall. . . . Sweeping across the late twentieth century, A Ladder to the
Sky is a fascinating portrait of a relentlessly immoral man, a tour de
force of storytelling, and the next great novel from an acclaimed
literary virtuoso. Praise for A Ladder to the Sky “Boyne's mastery of
perspective, last seen in The Heart's Invisible Furies, works beautifully
here. . . . Boyne understands that it's far more interesting and
satisfying for a reader to see that narcissist in action than to be told a
catchall phrase. Each step Maurice Swift takes skyward reveals a new
layer of calumny he's willing to engage in, and the desperation behind
it . . . so dark it seems almost impossible to enjoy reading A Ladder to
the Sky as much as you definitely will enjoy reading it.”—NPR
“Delicious . . . spins out over several decades with thrilling
unpredictability, following Maurice as he masters the art of co-opting
the stories of others in increasingly dubious ways. And while the book
reads as a thriller with a body count that would make Highsmith proud,
it is also an exploration of morality and art: Where is the line between
inspiration and thievery? To whom does a story belong?”—Vanity Fair
When Lidia, a blocked Latinx artist in her sixties, goes on a group tour
of Namyan, a fictional Southeast Asian country reopened to the world
after a long dictatorship, she gets much more than the vacation she
thinks she’s signed on for. Against a backdrop of pagodas and
enigmatic customs, she and the disparate crew of eighteen Americans
on the tour encounter one adventure after another—experiences that
challenge their assumptions about their host country’s placid surface
of beautiful pagodas and wandering Buddhist monks. Along the way,
Lidia finds companionship and sexual pleasure with Haynes, a Black
man seeking adventure—even danger—in Namyan. On a nighttime
excursion among mysterious ancient buildings, they watch the
nighttime sky. Lidia remarks that the stars look upside down – a
metaphor for Namyan as a foreign place and for her. She enjoys being
with Haynes but is conflicted. The final chapter reveals a secret, the
source of her conflict, and her steps towards a new freedom. An UpsideDown Sky’s cast of characters, including their Namyanese guide,
mirrors America: straight, gay, gender-fluid, black, brown, white,
progressive, conservative, artistic, repressed, old, young. Some of
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them accept Nanyam’s charming façade at face value, while others
seek to understand the country’s brutal repression by the military and
ongoing ethnic conflicts. And most, resistant as they might be to
change, are transformed by their time there.
The signs are everywhere. Jory's stepfather, Caleb, says. Red leaves in
the springtime. Pages torn from a library book. All the fish in an
aquarium facing the same way. A cracked egg with twin yolks.
Everywhere and anywhere. And because of them, Jory's life is far from
ordinary. He must follow a very specific set of rules: don't trust anyone
outside the family, have you rwork boots at the ready just in case, and
always, always watch out for the signs. The end is coming, and they
must be prepared. School is Jory's only escape from Caleb's tight
grasp, and with the help of new friends, he begins to explore aworld
beyond his family's desert ranch. As Jory's friendships grow, Caleb
notifies Jory's mother and siblings that the time has come for final
preparations. They begin an exhausting schedule, digging a shelter
where they will live until the disaster is over. But as the hole gets
deeper, so does the family's doubt about whether Caleb's prophecy is
true. When the stark reality of what it will mean to live underground
becomes clear, Jory must choose between living his own life or
following behind Caleb, shutting his eyes to the bright world he's just
begun to see.
In the mid-twenty-seventh century, humanity exists as two distinct
civilizations separated by the vacuum of space. Content in their
isolation, the Ozzaens, inheritors of the grand orbital city of Ansenar,
virtually ignore their distant cousins on Earth. But things are about to
change ... The mysterious Circularium Council has carefully
manipulated events, bringing the long-estranged cultures into contact
again. Their motives are unclear and there are those who fear the
change and seek to undermine it for their own ends. Thrust into this
volatile situation is young Sean Kenzie, the first Ozzaen ambassador,
who discovers that he holds the key to a power much greater than he
ever imagined. Sean quickly learns that political intrigue and
diplomacy are dangerous and deadly games. Now, Sean must uncover
the secret to his destiny, knowing that the fate of both civilizations
rests in his hands. A skillful blend of rich detail and human emotion,
The City of the Sky deftly portrays one man's ultimate battle between
good and evil in an ever-changing world.
The Secret of Snow
A Ladder to the Sky
The Secret Chord
The Secret in the Sky: A Doc Savage Adventure
The Great and Secret Show
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Toward a Secret Sky by New York Times bestselling author Heather Maclean
is a new breed of YA novel: an intelligent adventure-quest crossed with a
sweeping, forbidden love story. A mix of reality and possibility, this fastpaced thriller will appeal to fans of Stephenie Meyer and Dan Brown as it
leads the reader on a breathless flight through the highlands of Scotland, the
secret city under London, and history itself. Shortly after 17-year-old Maren
Hamilton is orphaned and sent to live with grandparents she’s never met in
Scotland, she receives an encrypted journal from her dead mother that
makes her and everyone around her a target. It confirms that her parents
were employed by a secret, international organization that’s now intent on
recruiting her. As Maren works to unravel the clues left behind by her
mother, a murderous madness sweeps through the local population,
terrorizing her small town. Maren must decide if she’ll continue her parents’
fight or stay behind to save her friends. With the help of Gavin, an
otherworldly mercenary she’s not supposed to fall in love with, and Graham,
a charming aristocrat who is entranced with her, Maren races against the
clock and around the country from palatial estates with twisted labyrinths to
famous cathedrals with booby-trapped subterranean crypts to stay ahead of
the enemy and find a cure. Along the way, she discovers the great truth of
love: that laying down your life for another isn’t as hard as watching them
sacrifice everything for you.
Most of us are doomed to knowing there's something better out there but we
can't discover it. What would you do if the hottest guy in school turned out
to be your perfect match - your soulfinder? Sky is the shy English girl, new to
the American high school in Wickenridge, and she's about to surprise
everyone - most of all herself.
Sydney West enjoys sampling summer boys, but this year, one refuses to be
a one-night stand... Twenty-one-year-old Sydney doesn't believe in
relationships. Her parents' toxic divorce has taught her love is nothing but a
sinister fairytale. So every summer she parties, hooks up, abandons her
lover before dawn, and repeats. That is until she meets gorgeous local surfer
Jason King at the beach... When Jason fails to flirt-or even give her a second
glance-she decides something must be wrong with him, and it's safer to stay
away. But when Sydney and Jason's best friends hook up and become
Malibu's hottest couple, they are forced to spend more time together than
either of them cares for. Armed with a sharp tongue, Sydney works to keep
Jason at bay... In a moment of weakness, Sydney lets her guard down and
confides in Jason, realizing he's more than just a hot guy-he's also a friend.
And when Sydney's need for a summer boy results in her falling into bed
with Jason, despite her better judgment, she runs away from him by
morning. The problem is, he won't accept being another one-night stand,
and will do anything to prove... Love really does exist.
THE INSTANT BESTSELLER! USA TODAY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY INDIE
BOOKSELLERS "A beautifully written story about second chances. Fans of
women’s fiction won’t be able to put this down." —Publishers Weekly The
forecast is calling for a reluctant homecoming and regrettable decisions with
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a strong chance of romance… When Sonny Dunes, a SoCal meteorologist
whose job is all sunshine and seventy-two-degree days, is replaced by a
virtual meteorologist that will never age, gain weight or renegotiate its
contract, the only station willing to give the fifty-year-old another shot is the
very place Sonny’s been avoiding since the day she left for college—her
northern Michigan hometown. Sonny grudgingly returns to the long, cold,
snowy winters of her childhood…with the added humiliation of moving back
in with her mother. Not quite an outsider but no longer a local, Sonny finds
her past blindsiding her everywhere: from the high school friends she
ghosted, to the former journalism classmate and mortal frenemy who’s now
her boss, to, most keenly, the death years ago of her younger sister, who
loved the snow. To distract herself from the memories she's spent her life
trying to outrun, Sonny throws herself headfirst into covering every smalltown winter event to woo a new audience, made more bearable by a
handsome widower with optimism to spare. But with someone trying to
undermine her efforts to rebuild her career, Sonny must make peace with
who she used to be and allow her heart to thaw if she’s ever going to find a
place she can truly call home.
The Stars
The Sky that Falls
The Color of Our Sky
Shades of Sydney
The Secret Sky

Somer’s life is everything sheimagined it would be—she’s
newly married and has started her career as a physician in
SanFrancisco—until she makes the devastating discovery she
never will be able to have children. The same year in India,
a poor mother makes the heartbreaking choice to save her
newborn daughter’s life by giving her away. It is a decision
that will haunt Kavita for the rest of her life, and cause a
ripple effect that travels across the world and back again.
Asha, adopted out of a Mumbai orphanage, is the child that
binds the destinies of these two women. We follow both
families, invisibly connected until Asha’s journey of selfdiscovery leads her back to India. Compulsively readable and
deeply touching, Secret Daughter is a story of the
unforeseen ways in which our choices and families affect our
lives, and the indelible power of love in all its many
forms.
A tale told from three different perspectives follows the
experiences of two teens, a Pashtun and a Hazara, who fight
against their cultures and traditions to stay together, and
a village boy who betrays them to the local Taliban.
Simultaneous eBook.
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The book is a collection of forty poems that are divided
into four groups of poetic forms. The forms include
villanelles, sestinas, pantoums and sonnets. Every poem
tells a story and some of the poetry narrate more optimistic
tales while other poems explore societal issues. Issues
explored within the poems include unfaithfulness, the media,
bullying, science, agriculture, adoption and more. The
optimistic poems in the collection explores friendship,
marriage, love, holidays, seasons and nature. The optimistic
poetry contrasts the serious undertones presented within the
more political poems.
The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind
is extinct. Brant and Arsha are synthetics, machines made in
the image of people. They dream of bringing humans back into
the world and have the technology to succeed, but the
obstacles in their way are mounting. Not only are their own
conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but now the
sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek revenge on
Brant. Out in the wasteland, strange lights and mysterious
objects in the sky herald the arrival of new factions that
seek to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets
of their own city, malevolent forces are beginning to unfurl
that threaten the sanctity of everything they hold dear,
jeopardising the future that is within their grasp. The
Silent Earth Series Book 1 - After the Winter:
amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
Sky Jumpers
A Land of Permanent Goodbyes
A Secret Journey
An Upside-Down Sky
Soon to be a major television event from Pascal Pictures, starring Tom
Holland. Based on the true story of a forgotten hero, the USA Today and #1
Amazon Charts bestseller Beneath a Scarlet Sky is the triumphant, epic tale
of one young man's incredible courage and resilience during one of
history's darkest hours. Pino Lella wants nothing to do with the war or the
Nazis. He's a normal Italian teenager--obsessed with music, food, and
girls--but his days of innocence are numbered. When his family home in
Milan is destroyed by Allied bombs, Pino joins an underground railroad
helping Jews escape over the Alps, and falls for Anna, a beautiful widow
six years his senior. In an attempt to protect him, Pino's parents force him
to enlist as a German soldier--a move they think will keep him out of
combat. But after Pino is injured, he is recruited at the tender age of
eighteen to become the personal driver for Adolf Hitler's left hand in Italy,
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General Hans Leyers, one of the Third Reich's most mysterious and
powerful commanders. Now, with the opportunity to spy for the Allies
inside the German High Command, Pino endures the horrors of the war and
the Nazi occupation by fighting in secret, his courage bolstered by his love
for Anna and for the life he dreams they will one day share. Fans of All the
Light We Cannot See, The Nightingale, and Unbroken will enjoy this
riveting saga of history, suspense, and love.
Tensions simmer as a small town, already divided by race, is torn apart by
the deadliest of hurricanes . . . THE HELP meets TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
in this powerfully emotional and gripping debut novel. In the small town of
Heron Key, where the relationships are as tangled as the mangrove roots in
the swamp, everyone is preparing for the 4th of July barbecue, unaware
that their world is about to change for ever. Missy, maid to the Kincaid
family, feels she has wasted her life pining for Henry, who went to fight on
the battlefields of France. Now he has returned with a group of other
desperate, destitute veterans, unsure of his future, ashamed of his past.
When a white woman is found beaten nearly to death, suspicion falls on
Henry. As the tensions rise, the barometer starts to plummet. But nothing
can prepare them for what is coming. For far out over the Atlantic, the
greatest storm ever to strike North America is heading their way...
In Amanda Skenandore’s provocative and profoundly moving debut, set in
the tragic intersection between white and Native American culture, a young
girl learns about friendship, betrayal, and the sacrifices made in the name
of belonging. On a quiet Philadelphia morning in 1906, a newspaper
headline catapults Alma Mitchell back to her past. A federal agent is dead,
and the murder suspect is Alma’s childhood friend, Harry Muskrat.
Harry—or Asku, as Alma knew him—was the most promising student at the
“savage-taming” boarding school run by her father, where Alma was the
only white pupil. Created in the wake of the Indian Wars, the Stover School
was intended to assimilate the children of neighboring reservations.
Instead, it robbed them of everything they’d known—language, customs,
even their names—and left a heartbreaking legacy in its wake. The bright,
courageous boy Alma knew could never have murdered anyone. But she
barely recognizes the man Asku has become, cold and embittered at being
an outcast in the white world and a ghost in his own. Her lawyer husband,
Stewart, reluctantly agrees to help defend Asku for Alma’s sake. To do so,
Alma must revisit the painful secrets she has kept hidden from
everyone—especially Stewart. Told in compelling narratives that alternate
between Alma’s childhood and her present life, Between Earth and Sky is a
haunting and complex story of love and loss, as a quest for justice
becomes a journey toward understanding and, ultimately, atonement.
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